ADDITIONAL REQUEST FEES

1) Registered mail - **BDS$6.00**

2) Faxing - Barbados - BDS$4.00, Other Countries – BDS$8.00

3) Courier -
   - Caribbean - BDS$80.00
   - Belize - BDS$125.00
   - USA - BDS$100.00
   - Asia - BDS$140.00
   - Europe - BDS$118.00
   - Canada - BDS$110.00
   - Africa - BDS$140.00
   - Australia - BDS$130.00

4) Sending documents with transcripts/letters of certification - **BDS$10.00**

5) Letter of Certification - Additional Copies - **BDS$5.00 each**

6) Certification of certificates or documents - **BDS$10.00**

7) Completion and/or certification of forms - **BDS$10.00**